Промежуточная аттестация по английскому языку за II полугодие 8 класс
Контрольная работа составлена на основе УМК по английскому языку English 8 авторов
О.В. Афанасьева, И.В. Михеева Английский язык для VIII класса школ с углубленным изучением
английского языка в соответствии с требованиями Федерального государственного
образовательного стандарта общего образования.
Цель контроля: выявить уровень образовательных результатов учащихся за II полугодие.
Содержание контроля:
The Subjunctive Mood: Present Subjunctive
The Subjunctive Mood: Past Subjunctive 2
Present and Past Subjunctive in Comparison
Phrasal Verbs: to hand + down, in, out, over
“But for” structures
Adverbs: Degrees of Comparison
Adverbs as Modifiers
Formation of Adverbs
Irregular Forms (well — better — best, badly — worse — worst, far — farther — farthest, far —
further — furthest, etc.; hard — hardly, high — highly, etc.; to do sth badly — to need sth badly)
Modal Verbs: can/could/may/ might/be allowed to; could — was/ were able to/ managed to Phrasal
Verbs: to come + across, down with, off, over, round
Word-building with the help of un-: to lace (up) — to unlace to button up — to unbutton to buckle up —
to unbuckle to zip up — to unzip
Критерии оценки:
Процент выполнения задания

Оценка

90% и более

Отлично

75-90%

Хорошо

50-75%

Удовлетворительно

Менее 50%

Неудовлетворительно

1) Fill in the gaps transforming the capitalized words.
1. What a horrible _____place!

MESS

2. I've ____seen her so unhappy.

RARE

3. To my ____ I didn't have to wait long.

RELIEVE

4. A ____ of danger of smoking is on every pack of cigarettes . WARN

5. Have you ever tasted cheese-_______ crisps?

FLAVOUR

6. Mary was very _____ to help but she had to agree.

RELUCTANCE

7. The nurses in the hospital wore _____white caps.

STARCH

8. Sam gave us a ______ look and left the room.

DIGNITY

2) Read the text and fill in the gaps with the proper grammatical and lexical forms of the
capitalized words.
Advantages and Disadvantages of Shopping on-line.
Finding a product on-line is much____1) EASY than looking for it in the local store. You can search any
product_____2) EASY by using the search engine feature of an on-line shopping website. But in store
you have to look for it until you will find it. This is how you can save some valuable time. Many people
hate searching a product in the corners of the shop and stand in the line for paying the price. Shopping
from the local store becomes ____3) MUCH time consuming and expensive if you _____4) HAVE NOT
your own car. You can solve all the above problems just by shopping on-line. If you _____5) FIND
NOT a product then you can switch to a new shopping website without wasting your time. On the other
hand if you do not find any product in the store you sometimes are forced to buy a _____6)BAD thing
from the local store. If you _____7) LIKE NOT the price of the product from an on-line shop, you
______8) SWITCH to another on-line store to look for the _____9) CHEAP prices.
3) Open the brackets to make the sentences meaningful. Use the Subjunctive Mood.
1. He’ll be furious if he ever ………………………………(find out) about this.
2. The animals at the zoo …………………………………(die) unless they’re fed.
3. I……………………………(run) home if I’d known the football match was on TV.
4. The teacher ………………………………(not/shout) at her if she did her homework.
5. He………………………………(buy) a car provided that he passes his driving test.
6. We ……………………………………………….(miss) the lecture unless we hurry.
7. If she’d passed her exams, she ……………………………………(go) to university.
8. If I …………………………..…(understand) the question, I might be able to answer it!
9. I……………………………………………(tell) you if I should hear from him.
10. If he ………………………………(forget) his ticket, they wouldn’t have let him in.
4) Read the text and make it complete with the help of the derivatives
that are formed from the words written below.
build, wide, nation, humour, write, able, win, differ, particular, possible
1. It was established in 1946, as the National Air Museum and opened its main ………………… in 1976.
2. The museum is ……………………famous among American children and every American boy dreams
of going there.
3. If we want to find out the most prominent …………………… character features, we have to speak to
the people and look into the books.
4. British people are known to be ……………………but in a special way, as written in P.G. Wodehouse
book, for example.

5. Unlike British authors, a typical American …………………is often more straight and serious.
6. The most popular topic is the …………………… of a man to survive in difficult situations.
7. In many books we read that to be a ………………………, a man must believe in it.
8. As one Australian author writes in his book, an effort of one man can make the lives of many other
people ……………………….
9. Russian culture has a rich history and strong traditions, ………………….when it comes to literature,
philosophy, music, ballet, architecture and painting.
10. It’s …………………… to understand Russian culture without visiting small Russian towns.
5) Choose the right item.
1. Who ……….this naughty boy to our school?
a) enrolled
b) relieved
c) wrote
2. About two hundred pupils live and study in this……………
a) day school
b) boarding school
c)
3. Is it your snake……………..?
a) droning
b) hissing
c) buzzing
4. Our school building has a big and light…………
a) nursery
b) outing
c) canteen
5. Pupils can play and talk during………………
a) an exam
b) a break
c) a term
6) My brother has just ………….this long poem by heart.
a) studied
b) learnt
c) read
7. How did you …………..it out? – My mother told me everything.
a) know
b) find
c) learn
8) The Moon ……………….behind the clouds.
a) vanished
b) appeared
c) disappeared
9. What a ……………room! You should tidy it up immediately!
a) terrific
b) smart
c) messy
10. This is ……………advice. If I were you, I wouldn’t take it.
a) rotten
b) solid
c) smart
6) Translate the sentences into English.
1. Если бы не новое расписание, она бы не пропустила занятия в пятницу.
2. Скажите это громче, пожалуйста. Я вас не слышу.
3. У нее есть склонность к рисованию, поэтому она станет архитектором.
4. Джейн хочет пойти по стопам отца и стать журналистом.
5. Ты смогла выбрать подарок брату?
7) Complete the sentences with the correct prepositions.
off
from on to of (3) in at (2)
1. My friend Alice is particularly good ……………...playing the piano. She hopes to become a musician.
2. Have you ever thought ……………becoming a computer programmer? – No, it’s not in my line.
3. It’s not good manners to shout ……………the top of your voice in a public place.
4. You set the table and I’ll take care …………the sandwiches.
5. To say “advanced……………years” is more politically correct than to say “old”.
6. Don’t be jealous…………your sister. You’re going to be given a present as well.

7. The mistake he made once did a lot of harm………………………him and spoiled his career.
8. Please help me to fix this brooch……………my dress.
9. There are special schools for children who are dumb ……………….birth.
10. I think you were being silly at the party yesterday. I Think you were showing……..

